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Logo & Brand Identity

AVAIL LIFE SCIENCES
Logo, Brand Identity & Website

Avail Life Sciences is a company in the
psychedelic space. I completed a brand
sprint project introduced to me during my
field placement.
The problem was to differentiate Avail
and gain market share in a rapidly growing
industry. The solution and art direction
focuses on the methods of treatment used
and end results of treatments on mind, body
and spirit. The colour palette was inspired by
the upper chakras and the overall feel was
organic and soft.
The result is a company that differentiates
from the competition, making itself
memorable and at the forefront of one’s mind
when thinking of psychedelics and therefore
gaining market share.
Avail Presentation
Tools:	
XD, Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign
Design Fields:	Logo, Typography, UI,
Branding
Date:
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February 2022
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VSCAPE ESTATES

Package Design, Logo & Brand Identity

I branded and created a line of wines for
Vscape Estates(a fictional winery). The
challenge was to create a brand and packaging
that is memorable in a saturated market.
The solution appeals to your senses.
What’s your scape? Cityscape, oceanscape,
mountainscape, escape? Large, crisp images
in a beautiful monotone colour are used to
identify with a type of wine. The images speak
to you emotionally, transporting you to a
location or moment where you can feel the
environment around you.
The geometric typeface is crisp and clean with
an even weight which supports the beautiful
images. The letter mark logo parenthesis
adds a subtle softness to the serif on the “V”
creating a unified and balanced logo.

Tools:	
Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign
Design Fields:	Logo, Package Design,
Branding, Typography
Date:
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February 2022

Package Design, Logo & Brand Identity
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Package Design, Logo & Brand Identity

ENDHOUSE

Logo & Brand Identity

The challenge was to create an identity
and brand for a high-end handymanmaintenance company who cater to
upper income earners, luxury and cottage
property owners in Simcoe County.
Design a logo (primary and secondary)brand
guide, website homepage and other print
and digital assets.
My solution was to use a modern sans serif
typeface which embodies the professional,
clean high-end work they do. The colour
palette is modern and luxurious with golden
yellow and rich blue which evokes a feeling
of trust and sophistication.

Tools:	
XD, Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign
Design Fields:	Logo, Typography, UI,
Branding, Copy writing
Date:
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October 2021
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CINQUE TERRE
Editorial

The challenge was to inspire people to bring
travel into our kitchens through amazing
food. Italy immediately came to mind. The
colours are appetizing and represent the
food made in the region. The modern, clean
typography complements the crisp beautiful
images of delicious food.
Implementing a grid and natural flow of
information allows the reader to easily find
the information they are looking for.
The introduction, and back cover were
written by myself.
Tools:	
Photoshop, InDesign
Design Fields:	Typography, Layout,
Copy writing
Date:
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Editorial

March 2021
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FIVELIME

Logo & Brand Identity

A logo and brand guide designed for a
company of my choice. I chose to create and
identity and brand for a lifestyle brand. The
target market is modern, fresh, approachable
20-60 year old middle-upper income earners.
The solution evokes a feeling of modern
sophistication with a fun edge in the small
details. A sense of style that brings your
attention to the feeling it evokes . The way
the letters go together seamlessly gives it a
unified feeling. The curvature of the “l” and
the “f” make the logo feel unique. The shade
of green is fresh and modern. The logo feels
unified and has longevity.

Tools:	
Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign
Design Fields:	Logo, Typography,
Branding
Date:
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April 2021
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HOTEL D’OR

Logo & Brand Identity

Hôtel D’or is a modern, chic boutique hotel
in Paris. The target audience is in their late
20’s-60’s and middle-upper class who are
there for business or leisure. The challenge
was to reflect the company essence and
target audience which embody the feeling
of modern and chic but also have drive and a
sense of adventure with an appreciation of
the finer details.
The logo is unique. It embodies modern
and luxury with elements of the romance
of Paris. “D’or” is made up of the serif
typeface which feels luxurious. “Hôtel and
Paris” are made from a modern, geometric,
even weight sans serif that quietly
compliments the eye catching “D’or”.
The company’s colour palette was inspired
by the French dessert–macarons. The
primary color blue gives a modern,
luxurious feel. The shade of blue is calm,
refreshing and sophisticated. Blue promotes
relaxation. The logo’s color choice will stand
the test of time. The dark Grey is elegant
and compliments the blue.

Tools:	
Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign
Design Fields:	Logo, Typography,
Branding
Date:
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March 2021
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CARAVAN
Editorial

Caravan is a modern, minimalist
furniture company based in Canada that
also ships Internationally.
The challenge was to create and identity
and set the brand apart from other
minimalist modern furniture companies
such as Ikea or Urban Barn.
Caravan catalogue evokes a feeling of
modern sophistication. Caravan reminds
me of the desert and how it feels expansive
and only what is required to survive
exists. This is representative of minimalist,
expansive and modern furniture.
The logo uses a sans serif typeface. The
contrast and detail of each character
stands out against a stark white
background. The typeface gently softens
the contrast giving the design a modern,
clean feel. All content and body copy
were written by myself and I sourced and
edited all images.

Tools:	
Photoshop, InDesign,
Illustrator
Design Fields:	Advertising, Typography,
Layout, Copy writing
Date:
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Editorial

November 2021
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Editorial
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Editorial

BUONI BISCOTTI
Identity & Package Design

My design challenge was to create a brand
for biscotti that would sit on the shelves of
Loblaws. The target market is middle upper
income earners, ages 25-60 who enjoy
specialty treats and food.
I Created Buoni Biscotti, a memorable
brand. The modern typeface gives the
brand a sophisticated identity and the serif
slogan hints at the tradition of a nonnas
home cooking. The colours(modern orange
and almond yellow) are visually appealing,
appetizing and will stand out on the shelves.
This designed package was a challenge
presented by Tempo Plastics. We had to
prepare the dieline technical files appropriately
and have them print ready. Tempo has a new flat
bottomed pouch and wanted a new design to
try on the new press. Buoni Biscotti is a delicate
treat for the coffee connoisseur.
I placed second in the competition.

Tools:	
Photoshop, Illustrator
Design Fields:	Advertising, Typography,
Layout, Dielines
Date:
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Package Design

November 2021
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Package Design

Flat Bottom Pouch Design
120mm (4.724”) x 612.727 mm (24.1231”)

SLIT HERE
228.6 mm (9”) Finished Size Face Panel
190.5 mm (7.5”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

Ingredients:

powder, vanilla

ter, egg, almond slivers, baking soda, baking

beat of every nonna’s home.

THE ITALIAN COOKIE

Intentionally created in the heart

Buoni Biscotti

TRIM 9.5 mm ( 0.374”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

TRIM 9.5 mm ( 0.374”)

120mm (4.724”)

TRIM 9.5 mm ( 0.374”)

Repeat Finished Size

ZIPPER

THE ITALIAN COOKIE

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

Front and bottom panels are coated in a matte varnish. This gives a modern, high
end feel to the product.
Back panel-The cut out of the B logo is to take on the sheen of the bag. All of the
text and the logo are matte.
Typeface- Aileron, The logo and all other type
Tinos- The Italian Cookie
The company Buoni Biscotti appeals to the coffee aﬁcionado. The target audience
are 20 somethings to 60, male and female who have an appreciation for the details
in life. Those who love the texture of a great cookie and the aroma of an well great
shot of espresso. Individuals who enjoy fashion and travel. Snacking on a biscotti
while sipping as espresso and enjoying the moment.
Biscotti is a staple in Italy. Buoni Biscotti - good cookie- has a modern and high end
feel to it. This will ﬁt well on the shelves of stores like Loblaws and the clientele
they attract.
The main typeface is a bold geometric sans serif that feels modern and
sophisticated. The supporting type is a clean serif which used with the logo to
support the modern geometric typeface and bold colours.
The orange and cream colours are appealing to the senses and make you want to
choose this package of biscotti. Orange stimulates the senses and emotions creating a lasting positive association with Buoni Biscotti. The cream is natural and
appealing to look at.

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

Buoni
Biscotti

Simple & Delicious

Pure Ingredients

ORIGINAL ALMOND

Face Panel
Reads

180 g 6.4 oz

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

TRIM 9.5 mm ( 0.374”)

Repeat Finished Size

190.5 mm (7.5”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

The Image:
https://media.istockphoto.com/photos/biscotti-with-nuts-on-a-white-background-selective-focus-picture-id616861500?s=61
2x612

228.6 mm (9”) Finished Size Face Panel
38.1 mm (1.5”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

Bottom Gusset
Reads
Any Directoin

120mm (4.724”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

38.1 mm (1.5”)

Almond flour, organic cane sugar,coconut oil,but-

GUTTER
25.4 mm
( 1”)

Finished Size

59.025 mm (2.3238 ”)

Back Panel
Reads

73.025 mm (2.875”)

TRIM
19 mm
(0.748”)

only eat what you can pronounce.

135 mm ( 5.315”)

Hi Tempo- This is such a great project!

SLIT HERE

Where we believe that you should

SLIT HERE

ZIPPER

SLIT HERE

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)
Eyemark
4 mm x 25.4 mm
(0.157” x 1.“)

Eyemark 4 mm x 8 mm
(0.157” x 0.315“)

612.727 mm (24.1231”)

1” additional
film for
Smart Marks

1” additional
film for
Smart Marks

663.524 mm (26.123”) Film to Convert

Flat Bottom Pouch Design
120mm (4.724”) x 612.727 mm (24.1231”)

228.6 mm (9”) Finished Size Face Panel
190.5 mm (7.5”)

GUTTER
25.4 mm
( 1”)

Finished Size

59.025 mm (2.3238 ”)

TRIM 9.5 mm ( 0.374”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

TRIM 9.5 mm ( 0.374”)

120mm (4.724”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

matte varnish

TRIM 9.5 mm ( 0.374”)

Repeat Finished Size

190.5 mm (7.5”)

Repeat Finished Size

120mm (4.724”)

38.1 mm (1.5”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

ZIPPER

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

1” additional
film for
Smart Marks

TRIM 9.5 mm ( 0.374”)

Bottom Gusset
Reads
Any Directoin
SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

Eyemark 4 mm x 8 mm
(0.157” x 0.315“)

38.1 mm (1.5”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

Face Panel
Reads

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

Spot white

228.6 mm (9”) Finished Size Face Panel

Back Panel
Reads

73.025 mm (2.875”)

SLIT HERE

TRIM
19 mm
(0.748”)

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)

SLIT HERE

SLIT HERE

135 mm ( 5.315”)

ZIPPER

SLIT HERE

Front and bottom panel- spot white and matte varnish on these
panels to give a modern, high-end design.
Back panel- The cut out of the B logo is to have the sheen of the bag.
All text and the logo is matte.

SEAL 7 mm ( .257”)
Eyemark
4 mm x 25.4 mm
(0.157” x 1.“)

612.727 mm (24.1231”)

1” additional
film for
Smart Marks

663.524 mm (26.123”) Film to Convert
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Package Design

Contact
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astrid@fivelime.design
astridnutt.myportfolio.com

